BAC K PA NE L HE ADI NG

Design is all around us, everyday, everywhere
you look. But nowhere can design be more
important, and perhaps more unexpected,
than the floors on which we walk. DLA strives
to bring beautiful, cutting-edge design into the
traditional world of hardwood flooring. From
classic renaissance painting recreations, to

The only limitation
is your imagination!

bold, contemporary whole floor designs, wood
can be used as creatively as a brush and paint
to create beautiful works of art on which to
walk. Virtually any subject can be crafted in the

Let us make a work of
ART for your FLOOR.

medium of wood. DLA’s medallions and borders are produced in much the same manner
as a puzzle, where each “piece” can be a different species of wood, and when utilizing such
components as wood grain direction, colordyeing, and various species, can create a beautifully rich depiction of the subject, no matter
how simple or complex. DLA meets new custom challenges everyday to make each order
exceptional in its design quality, Helping the
client by showing them all the design options
and possibilities wood flooring presents is what
DLA is about.
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Custom Projects are our specialty!!
DLA’s mission is to make a
complicated custom job easy
for our customers.
DYNAMIC LASER APPLICATIONS:
FOUNDING FATHER OF THE
PROCESS.

Dynamic Laser Applications has been
making laser-cut wood inlays for almost
a full decade longer than anyone else
60” X 84” 17th Century Map of the World

and it is because of this experience

Virtually any

we make the highest quality products in

design can be

the industry.

made and inlaid

Speak to your sales representative for

into your floor.

pricing & availability.
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